TYRESO GYMNASIUM PLANNING VISIT
A NEW COLLABORATION IN THE OFFING

A Five Member Swedish Delegation from Tyreso Gymnasium, a technical and vocational school in Stockholm, Sweden visited our school for planning a future collaboration for their students.

The team was led by the Principal, Mr. Mattias Odhner Larsson and comprised of teachers from the institution.

They arrived on 12th February 2016 in Mumbai. After a board meeting, they came to Pune on 13th February and were part of the Class XII Farewell celebrations.

A high tea was organized for the Delegation which was graced by various heads from the industrial and educational world. Some of our students from Grade XI and XII were also present and it was wonderful to see this confluence wherein there was a rich discussion of various possibilities that both sectors can offer to the future generation. A
presentation by the Delegation gave the participants a peek into the Swedish Educational System and highlighted some of their teaching learning practices.

Over the next two days, a well-knit program enabled the team to participate in various activities of the school like morning assembly, classroom observation and participation, meetings, training program, industrial visit and various other interactions.

They also got a taste of the Indian Hospitality as they were warmly hosted by Lakshmi Kumar our Director and Namrata Majhail, our Principal.
The Delegation also visited NKOCET, our Engineering College in Solapur where again possible areas of collaboration were discussed.

The weekend was well utilized with project planning meetings and a Pune Darshan. They sampled some delicious Maharashtrian cuisine at Sukanta.

The planning visit was fruitful which will lead to an exchange program between both the institutions, largely benefitting our student community.

We are looking forward to this collaboration in the near future.